Many who see our SHAW DU-ALL Garden Tractors and our SHAW Tractorized Cars work remark that they had no idea that these machines could do the work so well. We would like very much to meet every one of our prospects and demonstrate our machines to them and explain about their superior features—how they can save time, money and labor. But, as this is out of the question, we are doing the next best thing, and have had printed this “Scenes of Action” Booklet, believing that it will give a good idea of the work our machines do.

Inasmuch as it would be quite expensive to send someone to demonstrate to all of our prospects, as it would incur expenses that would have to be added to the price of our machines, we believe that our customers would rather pay less money for their machines and to do the demonstrating themselves. Therefore, we sell any Model SHAW DU-ALL Garden Tractor, Complete SHAW Tractor Equipment or SHAW Motor Mower on ten days’ trial. Then, if the goods are not satisfactory, they may be returned to us at the end of ten days and the purchase price (less all transportation charges) cheerfully refunded.

The illustrations in this booklet do not begin to compare with the actual machines. We make very conservative claims for our machines and know that they will stand the test.

For your convenience in choosing the proper equipment for your work, on the accompanying price list we have priced outfits illustrated on the following pages of this booklet. See Riding Attachment No. RA2 with Model T45HW Hy-Wheel DU-ALL on front cover.

SHAW MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Galesburg, Kansas
The 1 H. P. Model T25G Gear Shift DU-ALL, equipped with the No. ST3 3-Row Spring Tooth Cultivator Attachment is excellent for cultivating onions. By cultivating 3 rows at a time, 5 acres can be easily cultivated with one machine in 8 hours.
3 H. P. Model T450 Gear Shift DUAL, equipped with 6 No. 2368 Cultivator Steels, 2¾"x8", cultivating potatoes. With the three speeds forward, you can choose whatever gear is best adapted to your particular job of cultivating.
Model "A" Ford, Tractorized with our No. FA5H High Arch Equipment, plowing with two 12-inch Avery Plows. Tractor has an abundance of power. Also fits Model "T" Fords, Chevrolets, Dodges, etc. Circulars on request.
3 H. P. Model T45G Gear Shift DU-ALL, equipped with 6 No. 2368 Cultivator Steels, 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)" x 8", cultivating corn. Cultivating is a pleasure with our Gear Shift Model DU-ALL, for you always have the correct speed and lots of power.
3 H. P. Model T45 DU-ALL Garden Tractor, equipped with No. SR316C Spraying Outfit and Ford Parts, spraying. Fits any Model DU-ALL. Extension furnished for tall trees. Can be quickly changed for plowing, cultivating, etc.
The 3 H. P. Model T45 Gear Shift DU-ALL, equipped with Jiffy Detachable No. CB42 Cutter Bar, does a clean job mowing alfalfa. Also cuts clover, cane, tall grasses and weeds, etc. Cutter Bar knife cuts 3½ foot swath. Fits any DU-ALL.
Model LM21 SHAW Motor Mower, 21-inch cut, mowing home lawn. A real compact, economical mowing outfit that takes the "back-break" out of lawn mowing and keeps the lawn in trim condition.
3 H. P. Model T45HW Hy-Wheel Gear Shift DU-ALL, equipped with 6 No. 2368 Cultivator Steels, 2 3/8" x 8", cultivating small evergreen trees in Welsh's Nursery at Shenandoah, Iowa. High gear is being used for this cultivating job.
Model LM29 SHAW Motor Mower, 29-inch cut, mowing estate premises. A SHAW Motor Mower on the job keeps the lawns beautiful at all times—and does it economically, too. Fine for parks, school grounds, etc.
An assembling line in one of our plants showing experienced DU-ALL workmen turning out hundreds of SHAW DU-ALL Garden Tractors to meet the unlimited demand for these most popular machines.
Model "T" Ford Tractorized with our No. 85EH High Arch Equipment cultivating small evergreen trees, running astride the row. This tractor has a clearance of about 30 inches and cultivates row crops nicely, too.
Model "T" Ford Car Tractorized with our No. SSEH High Arch Equipment with Cultivator Attachment No. UT2 cultivating corn. Also does excellent plowing, harrowing, discing, etc. Pulls ordinary farm implements.
SHAW DU-ALL Garden Tractors on exhibition at the Kansas Free Fair, Topeka, Kansas. Note the interest shown by the crowd visiting our exhibit. Just the thing for small farms, etc.
3 H. P. Model T45HW Hy-Wheel Gear Shift DU-ALL with No. 2B812R 12-inch Riding Discs. Does a wonderful job smoothing out rough ground. DU-ALL Jiffy Hitch makes changing of equipment easy.
A scene taken at the Michigan State Fair, Detroit, Michigan, where yearly our SHAW DU-ALL Garden Tractors are on exhibition. Are also exhibited at many County Fairs, conventions, etc.
DU-ALL Garden Tractors at the York Fair, York, Pennsylvania. Our exhibits are always the center of attraction and people come for many miles to see the DU-ALLS. Just the machine for market gardening, etc.
Exhibiting DU-ALLS at the Eastern States Exposition, Springfield, Massachusetts. Every year our DU-ALL Garden Tractors are exhibited at the various State Fairs and Expositions. They are long lived and economical.
The DU-ALL on exhibition at the California State Fair, Sacramento, California, with some of the DU-ALL Girls in charge of the exhibit. Girls and boys like to run DU-ALLS.
DU-ALL Garden Tractors and SHAW Tractorized Car on exhibition at the Ohio State Fair at Columbus. S. M. Sholl, General Manager of our Columbus Branch, in charge of the exhibit.
Service Stations and Warehouse Connections in Nearly Every State

We have Service Stations and Warehouse Connections in nearly every State in the United States. An up-to-date list, with names and addresses, is supplied to every customer and to others on request.

Catalogs On Request

Will send complete SHAW DU-ALL Garden Tractor Catalog or SHAW Tractorized Car and Equipment Catalog, or Circulars on SHAW Motor Mowers and SHAW Spraying Outfit on request.

Also Special Circular describing the other Models Gear Shift SHAW DU-ALLS, one to five horse power.

GUARANTEE

We agree to make good by repair or replacement within one year from date of invoice, any defect in material or workmanship of any Model SHAW DU-ALL Garden Tractor, SHAW Tractor Equipment, SHAW Motor Mower, or any part provided the defective part is delivered to us, transportation charges prepaid. This guarantee is your positive assurance of satisfaction.

SHAW MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Galesburg, Kansas.

PLOWING WITH 1 H. P. MODEL T25G GEAR SHIFT DU-ALL GARDEN TRACTOR EQUIPPED WITH 7-INCH NO. K7 MOLDBOARD PLOW

CULTIVATING BEANS WITH 1 H. P. MODEL T25G GEAR SHIFT DU-ALL GARDEN TRACTOR EQUIPPED WITH 4 NO. 2367 CULTIVATOR STEELS
SHAW MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Galesburg, Kansas

Postmaster: If not delivered, please hand to any truck grower or farmer.

SHAW DU-ALL GARDEN TRACTORS and SHAW TRACTORIZED CARS Are Saving Time, Money And Labor For Thousands. They Plow Harrow Plant Cultivate Mow, Etc. Sold At Surprisingly Low Prices.